The “expert” learns with an orthographically able Grade 4 class in Melbourne
by Pete Bowers, (Posted on Real Spellers April 6, 2015)
Fiona Naccari is a Grade 4 teacher at Plenty Valley
Christian College outside of Melbourne. I’ve had the
pleasure of working with Fiona and her students on past
visits to her school, and during public Structured Word
Inquiry workshops I’ve conducted in Melbourne.
This year I was lucky enough to return to her school to
run workshops with Lyn Anderson. Before our arrival,
Fiona and her students had been investigating spellings
to build understanding about the convention that vowel
suffixes replace the final, non-syllabic <e>. One day the
spelling <likable> grabbed their attention. They expected
the following word sum:

like/ + able ➔ likable
But something looked odd to them, so they checked their
dictionary and found this was one of two attested
spellings! The Oxford on my computer does the same:

They wondered how there could be two “correct”
spellings. Also, how can their be a spelling in which a
vowel suffix appears not to replace that final, non-syllabic
<e> in the word sum?

like + able ➔ likeable
And thus a plot was born.

Pete was coming!
What a great question to park on the Wonder Wall until he
came. Fiona told Jacqui (the PYP coordinator) to pass on
the message that they had a question for me. However,
they made sure I had no idea what question was before I
arrived. They wanted to investigate the question with me.
Good on ‘em.
By not letting me prepare, they were setting up an inquiryled learning experience.
Before I share what happened next, I just want to make a
public tip of the hat to Fiona here. What a masterful
setting of the stage for rich learning she achieved.
First, she established an understanding of the
orthographic conventions regarding vowel suffixes and
final non-syllabic <e>s. The students’ interest in this
question could not have occurred without that knowledge.
Secondly, she has clearly established a healthy scientific
response to surprising spellings in her classroom. For
her students, unanswered questions are savoured and
celebrated. I perceived not a whiff of the anti-scientific
assumption of a spelling “exception” in the discussion that
followed their brilliant challenge to me.
The inquiry and learning begins
As I’m sure Fiona and the students had hoped, I did not
have a clear understanding for this question at first. But I
did know something about this <-able> suffix that I
suspected was going to be relevant to the investigation.
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I explained that the suffix <-able> and the base <able>
are often confused. Their shared spelling similar meaning
can make us think they are related. That perceived
meaning connection, however, is only on the surface -- it
is not historical or structural. The distinction in meaning is
subtle, but can be traced through their distinct origins.
Similarly, the words <fast> and <quick> have similar
meanings -- but not in history or structure. The need for
the “structure and meaning test” is particularly clear when
distinct morphemes happen to share a spelling.
The difference in meaning is partly marked in this entry
for the <-able> suffix in in the Oxford on my computer.

In retrospect, I wish I had pulled up this entry to share
with the kids. Note the straightforward claim in the final
sentence, “The unrelated ABLE…”
I also shared a second way to perceive the difference
between this homographic base and suffix that has to do
with stress. I asked the kids say any word they knew with
the <-able> suffix including the word <likable>. Next I
asked them to say the word spelled <able>. We noticed
that when <able> is pronounced as a word on its own, the
<a> was always stressed, but for the words they stated
with this suffix, the <a> was unstressed.
I said, “When <able> is a word, the <a> is always
stressed. When the suffix <-able> is in a word, it is almost
always unstressed. There are a few special cases where
it can be unstressed, but we can learn about those cases
later.” In a subsequent conversation with Old Grouch, I
learned another way to address the pronunciation of the
<-able> suffix. My current understanding can be stated
this way: When the <-able> suffix is in a disyllabic (two
syllable) word, it is unstressed.
There is a basic point we can make here that will bring
clarity to many spelling investigations:
• One spelling structure cannot be one kind of morpheme
in one word and a different morpheme in another.

My understanding at the time was that the <-able> suffix
didn’t really mean “to be able” but instead “has the quality
of”. The examples of the words <suitable> and
<comfortable> may help with this idea. When we describe
a chair as “comfortable”, we don’t really mean that it is
“able to comfort us”.

The <-ship> of <friendship> is the suffix, not the base.
The <-ate> suffix has nothing to do with the <ate> base.
Morphemic elements can be homographic, but no
morpheme element can be one kind of morpheme in one
word and a different type of morpheme in another.
But what does this have to with the students’ question?
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By sharing what I knew about the confusion English
speakers and writers have about the <-able> suffix and
the <able> base, I found myself back on a trail that I knew
I had walked before. Probably not with <likable> and
<likeable>, but with a parallel example in some other
word family.

This matrix from Real Spelling 70
matrices disk includes the
morphemes we used for our hand
made matrix, and many more.
Note that the cells before and after
the central base are NOT columns
of prefixes and suffixes. They are
cells for morphemes that might be
a base (in bold) or an affix.

As my own understanding was coming into focus, I was
reminded what I had learned about compounding and
suffixing from the <take> family.
I wrote and spelled out the base <take> on the board to
start a matrix. We started adding some morphemes in the
cell after the base. I drew from student suggestions and
added the suffixes <-ing>, <-er> and <-s>. We made
word sums from our matrix and confirmed what they knew
about suffixing. Vowel suffixes replaced the final, nonsyllabic <e>, but the consonant suffix <-s> did not. Then,
instead of added more suffixes, I added the based
<away> and <out> after the base.
“What happens here?” I asked.
“The <away> or the <out> begin with vowel letters, but
do they replace that final <e> of <take> if we make a
word sum?”
“No they wouldn’t,” one of the students noticed. “Those
are not suffixes -- they’re bases.”
“That’s right. When you make a compound word, you
have to have two bases, the final word has to do with the
meaning of both bases -- and you don’t change the
spelling like in suffixing.” I shared.

<likable> and <likeable>, a student came to the exactly
the same hypothesis I was building. Before I could say
anything, a student exclaimed, “Some people treat
<likeable> like a compound!”
Beautiful.
There is confusion in the minds of English readers and
writers about whether the spelling <able> is a base or a
suffix. Perhaps those who use the spelling <likeable> are
representing as sense of this word as a compound while
those that use <likable> are representing a sense of this
word as just a complex word with a vowel suffix <-able>!
With two spellings out there, but little explicit
understanding of why, both spellings remain in use.
We tried to think about another word where this same
process might happen. Look at this parallel case from my
dictionary.

Just as I used the <take> family to work out my own
understanding of the question about the two spellings
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The kids, Fiona and I were all
very excited. We now had what
seemed like a strong hypothesis
for to account for something that
seemed so mysterious at the
beginning of the class.
I asked Fiona if she and her
students might like to work
together to write up a reflection of
the process of our investigation
that I could share with her staff at
workshop and on Real Spellers
so that the world-wide community
could learn along with us. See
their recount at right!
Post Script
What is correct?
Fiona was very determined to
write exactly what her students
remembered. I am so proud of
what this group was able to
accomplish.
Crucially, however, their reflection
shows me that they were not yet
able to hear one of the messages I was trying to convey.
They thought that I had said that <likable> was the
“correct” spelling. In fact, I worked very hard not to
suggest that one was correct and one was incorrect.
Instead I tried to use this story as a window into the fact
that the spellings we have are just those that fit best for
making meaning to English readers and writers. Both

spellings are accurate representations of understanding.
If the understanding about the <-able> suffix and the
<able> base becomes consistent for the community of
English readers and writers, we will arrive at one attested
spelling of these and many other words with <able>. Until
we do, the different spellings are a perfect reflection of
what English speakers and writers think!
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Also, our explanation remains a hypothesis that is open to
further challenges. The success in this session was not
that we had “the answer” but that we now had a deeper
understanding of orthography -- and a strong hypothesis
to investigate further.

Note the distinction between the terms word and
morphemic element. There was a good reason for
readers and writers to avoid spelling unrelated words the
same. But there was no such pressure to avoid spelling
sub-lexical morphemic elements the same.

Passive & Active
When I shared this story with Old Grouch, he helped me
come to a clearer understanding of this <able> base and
<-able> suffix than I had been able to share in Fiona’s
class. I now see my previous claim that <-able> suffix
means “has the quality of” as too limited. I invite the
reader to test the following hypothesis:

Word sums and matrices reveal sub-lexical elements. We
don’t explicitly encounter sub-lexical homophonic
elements until we work with tools that reveal them. The
base <ship> has nothing to do with suffix <-ship> in
friendship, hardship, and citizenship. The bound base
<play> from ‘placere’ for “fold” in <display> has nothing to
do with the free base <play> in <playful>, <replay> and
<player>. We can prove these distinctions by researching
the origin of these words. If they don’t share a root
(meaning test), they are not the same base even if they
happen share a plausible spelling in a word sum
(structure test). ( Again, see “Structure & Meaning Test”)

• The <-able> suffix is passive.
• The <able> base is active.
I’m sure I had been presented with this understanding
before, but it took this re-visiting of this corner of
orthography with Fiona’s class for me to be able to hear
this way of contrasting these homographic elements.
The difference between homographic words and
homographic elements (written morphemes)
This orthographic investigation brings another subtle point
to the surface. A while ago I it dawned on me that when
we work with word sums, we start to run into many
homographic morphemic elements. What makes this
striking is that when we stay at the lexical level -- the level
of the written word -- homographs are really quite rare.
Why would this be? Here is my hypothesis:
English readers and writers find homographic words
confusing. So over time, whenever possible, we found
ways to distinguish words of different meaning with
different spellings.

Readers and writers were never motivated to distinguish
the spelling of sub-lexical structures. It is only at the
lexical level (word level) where it was perceived as useful
to distinguish different meanings with different spellings.
This observation sheds light on the process of evolution
in spelling. Without a principle to avoid homographic
words in spelling, we would expect the number of
homographic words and elements to be similar. The fact
that homographic elements are far more common is
evidence that there must have been pressure by English
speakers and writers to avoid homographic words!
My thanks to Fiona and her spelling scientists for helping
to deepen my understanding of spelling and how to share
that understanding.
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